Agglutination of single catalyst particles during fluid catalytic cracking as observed by X-ray nanotomography†


Metal accumulation at the catalyst particle surface plays a role in particle agglutination during fluid catalytic cracking.

One of the most important processes in petroleum refining is fluid catalytic cracking (FCC), which is used to convert the heavy hydrocarbon fractions in crude oil into lighter, more valuable products, such as gasoline and propylene. During FCC, the heavy, long-chain hydrocarbons are vaporized and 'cracked' into short-chain fractions by a catalyst, or more precisely by billions of tiny, fairly spherical catalyst particles with diameters ranging from 50–150 μm. These multi-component catalyst particles consist of a mixture of matrix (i.e., amorphous silica and alumina as well as clay) and zeolite.† To maximize their efficacy a design that considers effects at all length scales is required: from the particle ensemble behaviour in the FCC plant (meters) to the pore network of individual catalyst particles (nanometers).2 The latter, for example, is a key factor for the catalytic performance of the FCC catalyst because pore clogging through coke formation or metal deposition can seriously hinder feedstock molecule diffusion into the catalyst, where the heavy hydrocarbon fractions are cracked. Metal intrusion (mainly Fe, Ni, and V) happens through contact with metal-containing feedstock and, in the case of V, can also cause the destruction of the catalytically active phase (zeolite).3 While this ‘metal poisoning’ affects catalyst performance at the single particle level, reduced catalyst performance can also be caused by particle agglutination where, as will be shown in this communication, the deposited metal oxide seems to act as glue.

This conclusion is based on a detailed X-ray nanotomography study of a complete group of agglutinated FCC particles (identified as ‘cluster’ in the following), consisting of two particles agglutinated to a smaller one, which appears to be a catalyst fragment. The cluster was obtained from a batch of industrial E-cat (equilibrium catalyst) harvested from the regenerator unit of a commercial FCC plant. Analysis of the 3D elemental distributions of Fe and Ni indicated that those two metals (and/or their oxides), which are mainly deposited at the outer surface of the particles, seem to act as anchoring points leading to catalyst particle agglutination. The three parts of the cluster showed strong adhesion to each other and were never separated during handling and analysis. This strong adhesion rules out electrostatic forces as reason for agglutination and is in line with the surprising fact that the cluster did not break during the stressful FCC process.

X-ray nanotomography is a powerful tool for the non-destructive 3D analysis of single catalyst particles4,5 and Fig. 1(a–e) shows the transmission X-ray microscopy setup at beamline 6-2c at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. The instrument provides sub-30 nm 2D resolution6 and allows mosaic imaging by stitching together multiple fields of view (FOV) of 30 × 30 μm² to extend the total FOV of the microscope.7 This enabled a tomographic scan of the complete cluster, covering a total volume of 54 × 56 × 91.5 μm³ with a voxel size of 32 × 32 × 32 nm³. However, to account for (i) the known loss in 3D resolution compared to the 2D resolution of the projection images (an estimated factor of 2–4),8 (ii) possible small misalignment effects when stitching the relatively large number of mosaic tiles, and (iii) possible small misalignment between data sets recorded at different energies, the voxel size of the final 3D data was increased to 320 × 320 × 320 nm³. Although the real 3D resolution was assumed to be better than 320 nm, this voxel size was found sufficient and allowed a precise and reliable alignment of the data collected below and above the X-ray absorption edges of Fe and Ni in order to obtain the 3D relative elemental concentration distributions by differential contrast imaging (see ref. 9 and ESI† for details). Panel (f) in Fig. 1 shows an optical microscopy image of the cluster as mounted in the Kapton™ capillary (100 μm width and 20 μm wall thickness). The two larger particles appeared white in color, while the smaller, connecting particle appeared completely black.
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Panel (g) of Fig. 1 displays a rendering of the corresponding X-ray nanotomography data, including the relative elemental distributions of Fe (orange color map) and Ni (blue color map).

Fig. 2 shows a single slice through the 3D data, reporting in the top panel the optical density (OD) recorded at 7100 eV, which is used to determine the morphology of the cluster because the absorption at this energy is non-preferential to any of the metals under investigation. The central and bottom panels display the relative Fe and Ni concentrations as obtained by differential absorption contrast imaging (see ref. 9 and ESI† for details). Besides the significantly higher OD of the connecting particle (denoted by ‘middle particle’ in the following), it shows a clearly different morphology than the other two fairly spherical particles, which resemble typical FCC catalyst particles with porous body and a slightly denser and more compact crust of ~1 μm thickness. The middle particle contains an ~4 μm thick dense and compact zone in the lower left of the particle (indicated by the green dotted lines in Fig. 2) while the rest of the volume shows a pore structure similar to the body of the two other particles. This suggests that the middle particle is a fragment of another previously intact catalyst particle that broke apart during the FCC process. Usually such debris is removed in the cyclone of the FCC plant, however, it is reasonable to assume that some fragments survive the separation by becoming agglomerated to other intact catalyst particles. The middle particle also shows a very different concentration and 3D distribution of Fe and Ni than the other two particles (denoted as ‘left particle’ and ‘right particle’ in the following; based on the alignment used in Fig. 2 the left particle is the top particle in Fig. 1). While the two large particles contain similar relative Fe and Ni concentrations when averaged over the entire particle, metal concentrations are significantly higher in the middle particle.

Fig. 3 compares the average OD (at 7100 eV), and the average relative Fe and Ni concentrations of each particle. The average OD and Fe concentration in the middle particle is a factor of 3 larger than in both other particles, while the relative Ni concentration was found to be 4.5 and 5.5-fold higher than in the right and left particle, respectively. While Fig. 2 suggests a homogenous distribution of both metals in the middle particle, there is a clear accumulation of Fe and (less pronounced) Ni at the surface of the other particles. This is expected for E-cat particles, based on earlier 2D10,11 and 3D4 studies. In the latter work the authors performed an analysis of the radial dependence of Fe and Ni for the whole E-cat particle, showing that the metal accumulation is highly localized and mainly restricted to the first 1–2 μm of the particle surface.

Here we performed a radial evaluation for each of the three particles, assessing possible differences in the way each particle
accumulated Fe and Ni. For this evaluation voxels with identical
distances to the particle surface were pooled, forming concentric
'shells' of single voxel thickness (320 nm). Thus, this method
accounts for any irregular shape of the particle and allows
plotting the average relative Fe and Ni concentrations of each
shell as a function of distance from the particle surface.4,12
Furthermore, the porosity of each shell can be determined as
the ratio of empty space in the shell to the total volume of the
shell. This enables a correlation of porosity changes with the
presence of the analysed metal, quantifying how the metals are
clogging the macro-pore space.4

The resulting radial distributions (Fig. 4) show that the
larger particles show a typical radial dependence of relative Fe
and Ni concentrations, decreasing abruptly within the first ~2 μm
from the particle surface. The right particle shows larger relative
concentrations and pore blocking effects, suggesting that it
accumulated more Fe and Ni during its lifetime; i.e. it is
‘catalytically older’, than the left particle. The middle particle
shows no clear radial dependence, but rather a similar metal
distribution for each radial shell. The extreme relative Ni
concentration in the most central shells of the middle particle
indicates heterogeneity of the metal distribution. Because most
of the Ni in the middle particle is present as ‘hot-spots’ (highly
localized large elemental concentrations) that are averaged over
the small central shells, which probe a relatively small volume
of the particle, this can cause significantly larger average Ni
concentrations. Fig. 4 confirms that the relative Ni and Fe
concentrations are very similar in the middle particle (see Fig. 3),
while Fe has a clearly larger relative concentration than Ni in the
two other particles. The high Ni concentration of the middle
particle further suggests that it is the ‘catalytically oldest’ part,
because Ni is not present in the original catalyst particle matrix
and can only be accumulated during FCC. This supports the
hypothesis that this part is a fragment of a (catalytically) older,
collapsed and then shattered E-cat particle.

The strong difference in OD between the middle and the two
other particles allows a clear identification of each part (Fig. 2)
and suggests that just a thin surface layer acts as ‘glue’, joining
the three parts of the cluster. Such a ‘sticky’ surface layer could
be related to the enhanced Fe and Ni loading at the surface. This
hypothesis is supported by the observation that the interfaces
of the particles contain many mutual and localized areas of
highest relative Fe and Ni concentrations (Fig. 2). This in turn
agrees with a note made in an earlier 2D study, suggesting
that the interface region between two joined E-cat particles was
enriched in Fe when compared to other surface regions.11 In
order to quantify our observation we analysed the average
relative Fe and Ni concentrations in each interface region and
compared them to the average surface concentrations (Fig. 5).
The interface regions were defined as particle surface layers of
640 nm (2-voxel thickness), limited to the contact area(s) of
each particle. The corresponding volumes are displayed in
magenta, cyan, and yellow in Fig. 5, indicating the evaluated
particle sub-volumes of the left (or top), middle, and right
particle, respectively. The average particle surface
concentrations were calculated by averaging the relative concentrations
of the first two surface shells from the radial evaluation
displayed in Fig. 4, i.e. averaging the relative concentrations of
Fe and Ni in a 640 nm thick surface layer.

The results show clearly that the average concentrations at
the interfaces of the two larger particles are higher than the
average concentrations over the whole surface. While relative
Fe interface concentrations increased by a factor of 2 and 1.6
for the left (top) and right particle, respectively, corresponding
relative Ni concentrations were enhanced by a factor of 4.5 and 2.
For both full particles the relative Fe concentrations at the
interface were even larger than that in the middle particle,
while relative Ni concentrations at the interface were found to
be similar in all particles. The middle particle did not show
significant differences between relative concentrations in the
contact areas and the overall particle surface. Because Fe is part
of the particle matrix we cannot exclude higher Fe concentra-
tions at possibly pre-existing interfaces of pristine FCC particles,
however, the fact that both larger particles show high Ni loading.

Fig. 4 Radial Fe and Ni relative concentrations of each part of the particle
conglomerate. The parts are indicated ‘left’ (red), ‘right’, (cyan) and ‘middle’
green) corresponding to the alignment used in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 Evaluated interface regions of the agglutinated particles and
corresponding averaged relative Fe and Ni concentrations of each sub-
volume (in magenta, cyan, yellow for the left, middle and right particles,
respectively), compared with the average metal concentrations in the
respective particle surface.
at the interface implies that agglutination happened after both particles spent some time in the FCC cycle. The metal loading at the interface is even larger than elsewhere, suggesting a higher surface concentration where the particles joined and that the middle particle later protected the surface from abrasion, preserving the state at the time of conglutination.

Besides particle size distribution, density, and attrition resistance, particle clustering is an important parameter that affects catalyst fluidity in the FCC unit. Studies of the fluidization behaviour of particulates including FCC catalysts have concluded that not only physical properties such as particle density, size, shape, and roughness, but also interparticle forces influence their fluidization, especially in the case of E-cat particles. The nature and interplay of these cohesive interparticle forces is not yet completely understood, and appears to be different for different environments (e.g., bubbling fluidized beds, risers, or liquid jets), but also interparticle forces influence their fluidization, especially in the case of E-cat particles. The nature and interplay of these cohesive interparticle forces is not yet completely understood, and appears to be different for different environments (e.g., bubbling fluidized beds, risers, or liquid jets). McMillan et al. suggested that particle clustering during FCC might be due to coulombic forces, van der Waals forces, cohesive bridging, and drag-induced hydrodynamic forces. However, these forces cannot explain the strong chemical interaction observed here, joining the particles even after removal from the FCC unit. Such permanent binding could be explained by the fact that Fe, especially together with Na, can lower the melting point of silica leading to vitrification of the particle surface. If a particle with high metal loading (like the middle particle) has a molten surface it can cluster with other particles forming a strong chemical bond at the interface. If many particles in the unit accumulate such large metal concentrations, particle clustering could be enhanced through cohesive bridging, as a result of the molten or near molten surface on the particles.

With this first high-resolution 3D study of the concentration distribution of Fe and Ni in a system of agglomerated catalyst particles we were able to confirm not only enhanced Fe and Ni concentrations on the surface of E-cat particles but also that interfaces between agglomerated E-cat particles contain Fe and Ni concentrations above the average surface concentrations. These observations suggest that the surface accumulation of metals could in fact be responsible for the enhanced interparticle forces observed for E-cat particles that lead to increased particle clustering, and hence decreased activity.
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